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Component Transfer Protocol (MCTP) Binding Speci�cation (DSP0275) are work-in-progress (WIP)

messaging speci�cations designed to secure communication for various components across the server

industry. The SPDM Speci�cation “provides message exchange, sequence diagrams, message formats, and

other relevant semantics for authentication, �rmware measurement, and certi�cate retrieval.” This facilitates

the control and management of potentially disparate components, even across a network. 

The MCTP is a protocol “designed to support communications between different intelligent hardware

components that make up a platform management subsystem” while providing “monitoring and control

functions” within a larger system framework. The SPDM over MTCP Binding Speci�cation maps SPDM to

MSCTP message type 5 and, within a platform management subsystem, is utilized for communication

between individual components. The SPDM speci�cations are also designed to work with the USB Type-C

Authentication Speci�cation 1.0 to leverage the USB Type-C format.

The DMTF and Standards

The SPDM speci�cations were created by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF), formerly known

as the Scalable Platforms Management Forum (SPMF). The DMTF was created by multiple industry leaders to

create “open manageability standards” to meet diverse needs within IT for “cloud, virtualization, network,

servers, and storage.” DMTF members collaborate on standards to make sure all devices can work together

across various systems. 

The DMTF provides common de�nitions of management information through its Common Information Model

(CIM). The CIM is its own speci�cation but also provides description through schema and a metamodel.

DMTF further de�nes standards within its Platform Management Communications Infrastructure (PMCI)

Working Group (WG) using the Platform Level Data Model (PLDM). Speci�cally, this allows them to de�ne

protocols with platform-level models, with the PLDM providing, for example, BIOS/UEFI-level control.

Operational Structure



The SPDM speci�cations work within a message layer and could be understood when contrasted to the layer

architecture described by the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. The OSI, for example, contains

seven layers ranging from the top application layer (7) to the bottom physical layer (1). Standards exist to

address both “outside the box” and “inside the box” communication interfaces with DMTF’s PMCI WG

addressing the latter. Other security measures, such as Protection Information (PI), also provide an example

archetype. In this case, the message layer, with SPDM and MCTP, operates with a 32-bit (4-byte) header

indicating the protocol version, message type, and two additional parameters. However, SPDM is still a WIP

and in the future, it will support a message type 6 for secure MCTP transport through encapsulation. 

There are several components and concepts to understand within a management framework, including: the

System Management Bus (SMBus), the Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C), the Advanced Con�guration and Power

Interface (ACPI), the Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IMPI), the Network Controller-Sideband

Interface (NC-SI), and the concepts of inside-the-box versus outside-the-box. These all include methods for

certain components to be locally or remotely managed, as by the Remote Management Control Protocol

(RMCP), with status and control information being available at a low level. 

The I2C, for example, can provide information for Serial Presence Detect (SPD) as utilized for DRAM modules

or Extend Display Identi�cation (EDID) for monitors. Personal computers rely on ACPI as a power

management speci�cation. Intel and AMD have their own IMPIs, Intel Management Engine (ME), and

previously AMD’s Platform Security Processor (PSP), ostensibly for low-level �rmware control. Inside-the-box

tends to refer to speci�cations independent of the operating system (OS) while the out-of-band (OOB)

manager could include a Baseboard Management Controller (BNC). 

SPDM, for its part, is focused on the security of messaging between components which can include

monitoring, con�guration, �rmware, authentication, and more. This includes status monitoring, for example,

alerts and event log data, but ultimately focuses on the security of commands sent between subsystem

components. This allows for an effective interface and data model for low-level platform access and control.

It also allows for the discovery of device functionality across multiple media and computer platform types.



Storage

The Non-Volatile Media Express (NVMe™) Management Interface (MI), or NVMe-MI™, speci�cation has some

similarities to SPDM. While NVMe-MI™ engages at message type 4, SPDM and SPDM with encapsulation are

message types 5 and 6, respectively. The NVMe™ speci�cation also includes options for encapsulation (see

our NVMe™ Speci�cation 2.0 document). Along with NVMe™ over Fiber (NVMe-oF™), this speci�cally assists

management for arrays like Ethernet Bunch of Flash (EBOF) within a Software-De�ned Data Center (SDDC). In

fact, DMTF created the Red�sh standard speci�cally to allow secure management for converged and hybrid IT

management for storage and networking. 

SPDM instead relies on the NC-SI to handle management tra�c between the management controller (MC)

and network controller (NC). This works similarly to other standards, models, and protocols under the PCMI

umbrella, allowing control, con�guration, and status information to be communicated. NC-SI with MCTP

allows OOB communication between Network Interface Controllers (NICs) which then can migrate pass-

through tra�c from PCIe® to the SMBus. The goals, in this case, are to preserve control command de�nitions

while improving e�ciency as a trade-off between bandwidth and power, utilizing a push (write) model.

Summary

The SPDM speci�cations, including with MCTP, build a standard for secure messaging between devices at a

low-level. The DMTF, an alliance of industry partners, are working together to design and implement a PCMI

framework for inside-the-box speci�cations, standards, and protocols. Low-level management exists within a

spectrum, but DMTF speci�cally wants to provide a universal solution that includes the discovery of devices

and their capabilities. The ability to monitor and command components, particularly over a diverse network,

provides a powerful tool for the data center. 

The demand for cloud services continues to grow and the need to have secure interoperability between NICs

and storage, for example, is paramount. Communicating e�ciently in this space, including tra�c from PCIe®



to the SMBus, requires the streamlining of standards so all devices operate within the same paradigm. Low-

level characteristics, like �rmware, can be especially vulnerable to exploitation, which is why SPDM focuses

on security in particular. The overall platform management subsystem, therefore, leverages SPDM and MTCP

for secure messaging. 

*All product and company names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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Please contact our Solid State Storage Technology Corp. expert for more information. 
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ABOUT US

A subsidiary of KIOXIA Corporation, Solid State Storage Technology Corporation is a global leader in the design, development,

and manufacturing of digital storage solutions.  We offer a comprehensive lineup of high-performance customizable SSDs for

the Enterprise, Industrial, and Business Client markets. With various form factors and interfaces, our SSD solutions help

businesses simplify their storage infrastructures accelerating variable workloads, improving e�ciency, and reducing total cost

of ownership.  
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